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Abstract. A significant technological advance, grouped regularly separated short palindromic 

repeats/CRISPR-associated protein 9 genome editing program has revolutionized genetic 

modification for precision medicine and therapeutic and diagnostic applications. Furthermore, 

efficient transport of the CRISPR elements is necessary for the successful application of this type 

of gene editing for therapeutics. However, there are considerable challenges associated with 

delivering CRISPR/Cas9 to the target. The CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing system's molecular 

mechanisms, current delivery strategies, and the various CRISPR/Cas9 delivery vehicles, 

including non-viral delivery methods like microinjection and electroporation and this review will 

address virus transmission strategies such as adeno-associated virus (AAV) and CRISPR-Phage, 

as well as a discussion of their specific advantages. At last, we discuss major obstacles to 

CRISPR/Cas9 efficacy that must be solved before successful human gene therapy may be 

achieved. 
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1.  Introduction 

With the development of genetic modification using CRISPR, along with improvements in 

computational and imaging power, we are now witnessing the dawn of a new era in disease diagnosis 

and personalized genetic susceptibility prediction. The genome editing technique CRISPR/Cas9 has 

significantly altered biomedical investigation, impacting not only people with genetic diseases but also 

products and farming methods [1]. A National Institutes of Health (NIH) report states that only 500 of 

thousands of human diseases have available treatments [2–4]. Genetic changes in the human genome 

are the root cause of tens of thousands of these diseases. CRISPR technology enables the correction of 

genetic alteration, which opens up a large number of these diseases as therapeutic interventions [5]. 

2.  Biological mechanism of CRISPR 

Prokaryotic adaptive immune system is highly diversified, which includes 33 subtypes, 6 types, and 2 

classes of bacterial CRISPR-Cas system [6–7]. All CRISPR/Cas systems still serve the same 

fundamental purpose despite their extreme diversity, which consists of three primary steps: The process 

begins with (a) the external DNA pieces being incorporated into the CRISPR array. Next, (b) the adapted 

CRISPR-RNA (crRNA) is expressed and matures from the acquired spacers [7–8]. Finally, (c) the 

crRNA that is produced causes interference by recognizing and attaching to a complementary nucleotide 

sequence, which triggers the Cas nuclease to cleave DNA/RNA [9]. 
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Subsequently, the target gene can be repaired by the machinery of the host cell. There are two primary 

ways for to carry out the DNA repair: non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and homology-directed 

repair (HDR) [10–11]. 

Delivering the CRISPR components into cells is necessary for therapeutic use in order to accomplish 

a particular goal.: (a) Cas9/gRNA minimum pair for disruption/mutation of genes; (b) Using a "spare" 

template DNA and Cas9/gRNA to adjust gene expression; (c) Gene insertion using Cas9/gRNA and a 

desired gene; and (d) Cas9 and two gRNAs for totally deleting a gene. (Figure1) 

 

Figure 1. The CRISPR/Cas9 system is injected into cells to accomplish several tasks[12]. 

In Vivo Delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 for Therapeutic Gene Editing: Progress and Challenges paper. (a) 

Cas9 and sgRNA for knocking out or disrupting genes; (b) A template ssDNA, sgRNA, and Cas9 are 

used to correct mutations; (c) SgRNA, Cas9, and a template DNA for gene insertion and (d) a pair of 

sgRNAs and Cas9 to eliminate a gene. 

Regardless of the specific components being delivered, the constituents of CRISPR/Cas9 can be 

introduced into cells using various methods. These delivery methods include: (a) plasmids or viral 

vectors used in gene-based delivery that contain the Cas9 and sgRNA genes; (b) a synthetic sgRNA and 

Cas9 mRNA transport with RNA-based and (c) Protein-based delivery using the Cas9 protein and the 

synthetic sgRNA. 

3.  CRISPR delivery systems 

There are two types of present methods of delivery for prospective CRISPR-based therapies for humans: 

in vivo and ex vivo [13–16]. And a major challenge to the deficiency of an effective delivery mechanism 

for CRISPR/Cas9 systems in vivo applications. As a result, investigations have been done to find 

CRISPR/Cas9 delivery methods that are secure, less immunogenic, biocompatible, and effective. There 

are two types of delivery mechanisms that can be distinguished: viral and non-viral [17]. 

3.1.  Non-viral delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 

3.1.1.  Microinjection. One of the most popular methods for introducing CRISPR/Cas9 into cells is 

microinjection. It entails using a micro needle to inject CRISPR/Cas9 into cells while maintaining 

microscopic visualization conditions. Because of the difficult technical requirements for manually 

injecting a single cell and its scalability [18]. 

3.1.2.  Electroporation. One popular technique for both in vitro and ex vivo delivery is electroporation. 

Through the use of electrical currents, it creates and opens pores in cell membranes, allowing the 

CRISPR/Cas9 cargo to be internalized. A number of research studies for CRISPR/Cas9 therapeutic 

delivery have employed ex vivo electroporation techniques. For instance, electroporation has been 

utilized to treat sickle cell disease (SCD) (Clinical trial number: NCT03745287; NCT03655678) and 
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transfusion-dependent β-thalassemia (TDT)[19]. Even though it was successful in introducing these 

genome editing instruments into clinical trials, the application of this method is still limited to ex vivo 

scenarios, and there is a need for further development to enable its in vivo usage without the need to 

separate cells beforehand for electroporation. Electroporation is a widely utilized technique for both in 

vitro and ex vivo administration [20]. 

3.1.3.  Hydrodynamic delivery. While microinjection and electroporation can only be used in in vitro or 

ex vivo settings, hydrodynamic injection has already been utilized to deliver CRISPR/Cas9 in vivo. 

Using the hydrodynamic injection technique, an important amount of a solution containing the system 

used by CRISPR/Cas9 is injected into an animal's bloodstream. This results in a rapid increase in 

hydrodynamic pressure, which momentarily increases endothelial and parenchymal cell permeability 

and permits the CRISPR/Cas9 payload to enter cells in a variety of tissues, including the muscles, liver, 

kidneys, heart, and lungs [21]. Unfortunately, because it requires hydrodynamic pressure, which isn't 

appropriate for in vitro applications, this technically straightforward approach is only available for in 

vivo applications. Moreover, hydrodynamic delivery causes significant trauma to the body, frequently 

leading to heart problems, hepatic enlargement, and hypertension [22]. 

3.1.4.  Lipid nanoparticles/liposomes. Lipid nanoparticles have been utilized for a considerable amount 

of time to transport a variety of molecules into cells, including nucleic acids. Nonetheless, nucleic acids 

can be relatively easily delivered to cells by encapsulating them within liposomes. Since lipid 

nanoparticles don't include any viral components, concerns regarding safety and immunogenicity are 

alleviated or reduced. Two approaches can be used using lipid nanoparticles when utilized as carriers 

for delivering CRISPR/Cas9 components: either to deliver sgRNA and Cas9 genetic material (plasmid 

DNA or mRNA), or to deliver Cas9: sgRNA RNP complexes. When it comes to the delivery of Cas9 

sgRNA and mRNA, this technique functions similarly to microinjection [23]. 

3.1.5.  Polymer/ DNA nanoclew. With the help of CRISPR/Cas9 systems, polymers can create extremely 

adaptable molecular complexes that can be functionalized to include a range of elements to tissue 

targeting / strengthen the cell, endosome escape and cell uptake [24–26]. A novel method for delivering 

CRISPR/Cas9 components is a DNA nanoclew (NC). The sphere-shaped structure of DNA known as a 

DNA NC was created by Sun et al. [27]. In a different piece of work, Gu et al. [28] assessed GFP 

disruption in a model of tumor mouse bearing GFP in the U2OS by delivering Cas9/gRNA using DNA 

NCs. DNA NCs are DNA nanoparticles designed to partially supplement the gRNA utilized. In order to 

facilitate endosomal escape, the cationic polymer polyethylenimine has also been applied by the authors 

to the DNA NCs. According to this study, injecting DNA NCs loaded with Cas9-RNPs intratumorally 

caused a decrease of 25 percent at the injection site in GFP fluorescence. Before trying to translate the 

DNA NCs into a clinical setting, more research is necessary to confirm their immunogenic potential. 

3.2.  Viral delivery of CRISPR/Cas9 

3.2.1.  Adeno-associated virus (AAV). AAV is a single-stranded DNA virus belonging to the 

Parvoviridae family and Dependovirus genus. It is frequently used in genetic therapy. There are several 

compelling reasons why AAV is considered an outstanding means of gene therapy delivery. There is no 

known link between AAV and any human disease. Additionally, a large variety of recognized serotypes 

exist that enable infection of numerous cells with various specificities. At least after initial treatment 

with a serotype, cells can be efficiently infected by the virus itself with little to no innate or adaptive 

immune reactions or associated damage [29–30]. Lastly, using AAV for gene therapy offers a 

continuous source of the supplied DNA, in contrast to some other techniques, since the genomic material 

delivered by the virus can remain exogenous in cells for an indefinite period of time or, with minor 

modifications, be directly integrated into the host DNA [31]. AAV particles are extremely versatile 
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delivery vehicles due to their capability to be utilized in a wide range of studies, including in vitro, ex 

vivo, and in vivo applications. 

3.2.2.  CRISPR-Phage or CR-phage. A recent development in genetics has shown a novel type of 

modified phage in which the CRISPR/Cas system may be integrated into the bacteriophage genome [32]. 

The CRISPR-Phage or CR-phage DNA-phage system encapsulates CRISPR-DNA into plasmid 

constructions. (Figure 2) This novel system may function by adhering to the targeted pathogen through 

phage, which will allow the CRISPR-conjugated material to be delivered into the pathogen via phage 

[33–34]. After that, exogenous Cas enzymes penetrate the targeted pathogenic system and reverse 

genetic alterations, resulting in the faulty genetic makeup that lowers bacterial resistance [35]. This 

system has an admirable feature in that it can target pathogenic colonies completely with numerous 

applications of different phage cocktails, which was not achievable before [36]. As a result, the main 

source of innovation in this system is its integration of both phage and CRISPR-based pathogen 

knockout specificity, which was absent from earlier research on single system-based therapies [37]. 

Additionally, this system efficiently regulates the host-pathogen relationship's immuno-dynamics and 

targeted gene expression, fostering perfect collaboration and enabling successful resistance abrogation, 

for instance, CR-phages for the treatment of Multi-Drug Resistant (MDR) pathogens. Within the gut 

microbiota, host-microbiome interactions function in an unusual and synergistic way. Moreover, MDR 

pathogens typically disrupt the gut microbiota's regular functioning and homeostasis. The delicate 

balance and homeostasis of the gut are upset by the gradual increase in the pathogen populatio. This 

dysbiosis leads to alterations in the levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS), disturbances in the intestinal 

stem cell cycle, and the induction of apoptosis, ultimately impacting intestinal regeneration and 

homeostasis [38]. In order to fight the MDR pathogens' persistent resistance, pathogen-specific CR-

phage development will be an option. In order to completely eradicate bacterial colonies that are 

populating the gut, these phages will be employed to target specific phage delivery in conjunction with 

the CRISPR/Cas system against certain resistance genes in pathogens [39]. 

 

Figure 2. The intestinal niche's phage delivers the CRISPR/Cas system [6]. 

Phage delivered CRISPR/Cas system to combat multidrug-resistant pathogens in gut microbiome 

paper). CRISPR/Cas system delivered by phage in intestinal niche. Several phage models can be coupled 
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with specific CRISPR/Cas systems to create the unique modified phage known as CR-Phage. With the 

ability to introduce CRISPR/Cas systems into specific pathogens directly. A highly specialized 

instrument called CR-Phage can lessen specific pathogenicity in the intestinal niche. by introducing gene 

deletions in addition to phage therapy. 

4.  CHALLENGES  

4.1.  Packaging challenges 

The packaging problem arises in all delivery strategy formats, including RNA, gene, and protein-based 

delivery. For therapeutic applications, assembling A major problem is incorporating CRISPR 

components onto a single vector. The maximum size of a cargo gene for gene-based delivery using AAV 

is approximately 4.7 kilo bases (kbp). Nevertheless, the SpCas9 gene alone is about 4.3 kbp in size. For 

CRISPR gene delivery using a single AAV vector, it is therefore difficult to insert extra CRISPR 

components like sgRNA, spare oligonucleotide, or extra genes [40–42]. Additional difficulties arise 

with protein-based CRISPR delivery because sgRNA (~31 kDa, 5.5 nm hydrodynamic diameter) is 

negatively charged (~100 PO3− groups), whereas the SpCas9 protein is a substantial protein (160 kDa, 

~7.5 nm hydrodynamic diameter) with a net positive surface charge [43]. Packaging these components 

using supramolecular chemistry could therefore be a significant barrier to developing vehicles for 

delivery. 

4.2.  Delivery and editing efficiency 

The efficiency of CRISPR/Cas9 in vivo editing is notably inferior to that of in vitro editing. It’s reported 

that only one out of every 250 edited cells was obtained by hydrodynamic injection of CRISPR 

components [44]. Another example showed a 20% reduction in GFP fluorescence upon local delivery 

of Cas9-RNP inserted into a mouse's inner ear. Certain diseases (liver tyrosinemia, muscular dystrophy, 

etc.) may be sufficiently treated by such a low editing percentage, but other diseases, like cancer, require 

nearly 100% editing efficiency [45]. 

4.3.  Off-target effect 

In order to mitigate the unexpected binding and cleavage effects of CRISPR/Cas nucleases, scientists 

have used a combination of selective breeding and rational design in order to produce high fidelity 

Variants of Cas such as SpCas9-HF1 [46], evoCas9 [47], HiFiCas9 [48] and the Cas9 R63A/Q768A 

variant [49] and direct optimization techniques such as E-Crisp [50–51], CasOFFinder [52], and 

sgDesigner [53]. These initiatives have produced positive outcomes: according to US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA)-grade assays, neither the Intellia sgRNAs nor CRISPR Therapeutics/Vertex, 

which are currently being used in clinics, contain detectable off-target sites [54–55]. Analysis of base 

editing results provides an example of How effector domain activity is Cas9-independent, including as 

deaminases, reverse transcriptases, and transcriptional regulators, can also lead to off-target editing 

errors. Reducing nucleic acid binding without the aid of Cas is now being accomplished through the use 

of high fidelity Cas variants and rational deaminase domain engineering [56–60]. 

4.4.  Incidence/efficiency of HDR 

In mammalian cells, the frequency of HDR-mediated DNA repair from double strand breaks is generally 

low. Several strategies, including as the use of tiny molecule inhibitors of NHEJ, have been developed 

to boost HDR efficiency and reduce NHEJ [61–65], gene silencing [66], cell cycle synchronization [67], 

and use of cell lines deficient in NHEJ component [68]. Enhancing HDR effectiveness and/or reducing 

NHEJ is one strategy. It has been demonstrated that single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide templates can 

increase HDR efficiency to 60% in human cells for a single-nucleotide substitution [69] , and that cell 

cycle stage control can favor HDR repair [70–71]. In addition, the donor DNA template can be recruited 

to the target site using site-specific Cas9-oligonucleotide conjugates [72]. Furthermore, it has been 
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observed that Scr7, one of the most widely used inhibitors, can boost up to 19 folds more HDR from 

Cas9 editing. 

4.5.  Immunogenicity 

While bacteria are the source of Cas9 and other CRISPR-based genome editing proteins, it is anticipated 

that these systems may trigger an immunological response from the host. In particular, it is possible for 

host cells to permanently incorporate the Cas9 gene using CRISPR element delivery. The MHC class I 

immunological response triggered by the constitutive production of foreign Cas9 protein in the host cell 

may lead to the host's Cas9-expressing cells being eliminated [73]. 

5.  Conclusion 

Gene editing has become more streamlined and precise thanks to the CRISPR/Cas9 system. 

Nevertheless, their face challenges like off-target effects, s packaging challenges and ethical concern. 

For this potent gene-editing technique to be implemented responsibly and successfully, these obstacles 

must be overcome. To guarantee accurate targeting, reduce inadvertent changes, and handle the ethical 

concerns related to its use, more study are required. 
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